
3M™ Connected Roads.
Building the safer roads of 
tomorrow starts today.

Redefining the line and sign. 
It is time to visually optimise your roads to enable – not 
impede  the safety and performance of connected vehicles



Many challenges on roadways are unexpected and difficult to address for human drivers. But with highly-visible 
3M reflective technologies like 3M™ Diamond Grade™ DG3 Sheeting, we can enable both human and machine 
vision. This additional layer of redundancy can help reduce or eliminate even the edge case incidents where 
extreme conditions prevent drivers from safely navigating on their own. 

Greater Safety: 
The Driving Force of Automation
While connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) can 
help eliminate many of the common incidents caused by 
traffic congestion and day-to-day distractions, the value of 
supporting automated technologies doesn’t end there.

Sharing a Common Vision
From non-profits to private visionaries, public policy makers and more, our partnerships are critical to helping 
make this safer, better future a reality. We are engaging with regulatory agencies, academia, OEMs and sensing 
technology providers around the world to understand challenges from a global perspective and help drive the 
creation and adoption of comprehensive standards for CAVs and infrastructure.

...in bad weather with unclear 
road markings...

…on curved roads where lines 
disappear from sight…

…or on lighter surfaces, such as con-
crete, where white markings alone 
could blend in.

Imagine navigating…



There’s a lot  
riding on the line. 
Bringing families home safely is our common goal, and we all play a part. 
With new technologies like 3M™ Connected Roads Contrast Tape Series 
380ADAS and All Weather Elements, we can help enhance human visibility 
and machine vision to support drivers and Lane Keeping/Departure 
Warning Systems. 

million 
lives lost
globally per year as a  
result of road traffic crashes.
(Source: WHO. Road traffic injuries. Jan 2018.)

1.25 
of fatal crashes
happen at night, though the 
majority of traffic volume 
occurs during the day. 
(Source: Forbes. Most Dangerous 
Times To Drive. Jan. 2009.)

49%

was the most dangerous 
driving behavior between 
2009 and 2013. 
(Source: Auto Insurance  
Center Analysis of NHTSA Fatal 
Accident Reporting System. 
What Causes Fatal Crashes 
Nationwide? Oct. 2017.)

Failure to 
keep in 
proper lane 

Rain, snow, day or night—we won’t stop innovating until everyone gets home safely. 

of weather-related crashes  
happen on wet pavement and 46% during rainfall
(Source: DOT/FHWA. Ten-year averages from 2005 to 2014 analyzed  
by Booz Allen Hamilton, based on NHTSA data. 2005-2014.)

70%

of 2016-2017  
U.S. vehicles sold 
offered lane departure 
warning systems.
(Source: SBD Automotive - ADAS 
Track - AUT 534. June 2016)

60% Wet reflective markings 
support up to 

25% 
crash reduction 
on multi-lane roads  
in wet conditions
(Source: U.S. DOT/FHWA, 2015.)



ROADWORK
AHEAD

Temporary  
Traffic Control 
Recommended technology: 

3M™ Diamond Grade™ Fluorescent
Fluorescent reflective materials are highly visible around the 
clock including day, night, dawn, dusk and inclement weather 
conditions. The result is greater readability and quicker sign 
identification, providing automated vehicle assistance in 
critical areas like roadwork. Providing additional safety to 
workers on site.

3M™ Connected Roads technologies are CAV-ready.

Signs
Recommended technology: 

3M™ Diamond Grade™ DG3 Reflective Sheeting
The brightness and long-term durability of this sheeting material results in 
signs that are highly visible at a distance, enabling automated vehicles to 
capture, process and react to information in real time. This may help enable 
CAV functions like: 

58%
Returns

up to

of light to 
driver

•  Traffic sign recognition
•  High speed automation
•  On-highway platooning
•  Autopilot 



Road Markings 
Recommended technology: 

3M™ High Contrast Tapes
Combining a darker backing with high-brightness tapes creates visible markings 
that can be followed by automated vehicle cameras, supporting functions like:

•   Lane departure warning
•  Left turn assist
•   Adaptive cruise control
•  Lane keeping
•  Traffic jam assist
•   High speed automation
•   On-highway platooning
•  Autopilot

3M Stamark™ Permanent 
Pavement Marking Tape.
Excellent performance in both wet and dry conditions provides superior 
performance 24/7. These preformed reflective tapes are for permanent type 
applications such as lane and center lines, intersections, edge lines, zebra 
crossings, stop bars, symbols and legends.



Introducing 
3M™ Connected Roads 
Contrast Tape Series 
380ADAS.
The next generation of pavement marking tape available 
late 2019.  To trial please contact your local 3M Sales 
Representative.

Help improve safety with our advanced pavement marking 
tape: 3M™ Connected Roads Contrast Tape Series 
380ADAS. Developed with Lane Departure Warning and 
Lane Keeping Assistance systems in mind, its high contrast 
and long-lasting durability help deliver more consistent 
detection by human and machine vision.* Now you can 
optimise your roads with high retroreflectivity, long-lasting 
brightness and clear, consistent contrast.

higher retained 
contrast
compared to existing 3M 
contrast markings^

^ Based on tests performed by 3M.

2-3x



Width: Studies predict that 6" white or yellow markings provide 50% more 
detectable distance for machine vision systems, compared to 4" markings. 
(Based on tests performed by 3M)

Luminance:  
Pavement markings need 
to be bright and visible in 
all lighting conditions.

Stable Performance: 
Pavement markings must 
retain their luminance, 
contrast, and wet continuous 
retroreflectivity over time  
to help ensure that machine  
visions systems will continue 
to accurately detect them  
for years to come.

Contrast:  
Machine vision systems 
look for pavement marking 
edges, so it’s extremely 
important to have contrast 
between the marking and 
its background. 

Wet Continuous 
Retroreflectivity:  
Our all-weather optics 
are designed to deliver 
nighttime visibility both 
during and after rainfall. 

S

6"

Designed for 
detection. 

Wider is better

Machine vision systems can 
detect the wider, contrasting 
black edges at:

3M™ Connected Roads Contrast Tape Series 380ADAS

up to

longer distances
and the wide bright white or 
yellow 6” markings at 50% 
longer distances. 1.2

33%

Retained contrast

Offers 2-3X higher 
contrast that lasts

longer
compared to existing 3M 
contrast markings2

5X

Wet Continuous 
Retroreflective

increase in camera visibility
distance vs. beaded paint 
products at night time or 
rainy conditions2

60%

2 in. black  |  6 in. white  |  2 in. black
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3M Australia Pty Ltd
Transportation Safety Division
Bldg A, 1 Rivett Road
North Ryde NSW 2113

Freecall: 136 136
Web: www.3M.com.au/roadsafety

3M New Zealand Ltd
Transportation Safety Division
94 Apollo Drive, Albany
Auckland, New Zealand

Freecall: (09) 477 4040
Web: www.3M.co.nz/roadsafety

1. Center for Transportation Research, The University of Texas at Austin. http://library.ctr.utexas.edu/ctr-publications/0-6847-1.pdf.

Visit 3M.com.au/ConnectedRoads to see how we’re helping 
support the safer, more connected roads of the future.

Safety is only the beginning.
At the core of 3M™ Connected Roads is our mission to bring everyone home safely. Families and commuters. 
Pedestrians and road workers. We’re pursuing a future of zero deaths on the road. But there are a variety of other 
advantages to building simple, redundant infrastructure to support the vehicles of tomorrow:

Reduced crashes
Automated vehicles  
could reduce 

80–90%
of accidents caused 
by human error.1

Greater capacity
Smaller lanes for 
automated vehicles means 
more available space on 
the road.

Increased efficiency
Better flow through 
intersections could  
reduce delays by

up to 95%.1


